NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL PROTECTION SCHEME

Salient Features

- National P.P. Scheme helps its members at the time of need.
- All litigations fought up to supreme court and national commission if decided by the managing committee.
- Help of the office bearers will be available at every stage of the cases.
- Vast data banks regarding medico-legal cases is available with NPPS so better than any advocates.

Frequently Asked Questions

- What is the necessity of joining IMA NPP Scheme?
- Is not a Lawyer's help sufficient?
- Can't the doctor and the lawyer together draft a reply to be filed in the Court?
- What special help or expertise can PP Scheme offer?
- What is the expertise of National PP Scheme in this regard?
- The replies drafted by IMA PP Scheme are much more professional than those drafted by lawyers alone.
- Medico-legal cases are won by defense prepared by application of Medical knowledge mainly with use of common sense, with sufficient legal knowledge and experience in handling Medico legal cases.
- Replies prepared by individual doctors for their defense are supplemented and modified by input from PP Scheme on the basis of its vast experience and vast data bank.
- No single lawyer has as much experience in medico legal cases as the NPP Scheme.